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Sedona

About a four drive from Tucson, Sedona has some of the most breath-taking views in Arizona. With plenty of hiking trails and a vibrant arts and culture scene, this is a must-see location. See https://visitsedona.com/ for incredible photos and more information.

The Grand Canyon

About five to six hours by car from Tucson, the Grand Canyon is one of the Seven Wonders of the Natural World. Photos don’t do justice to this scenic destination - you really have to see it with your own eyes. The National Park Service website can help you plan your trip.
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Slot Canyons
There are a number of slot canyons in Northern Arizona, one of the most popular being Antelope Canyon (pictured above). For many of these, you are REQUIRED to have an authorized tour guide to be able to enter. Book in advance! There are many tour companies that operate in these areas, so be sure to check among them. It also helps if you are a little flexible with your time. This website has good planning information.

Monument Valley
Right along the border between Arizona and Utah, Monument Valley is situated in Navajo Nation and is the site of those iconic pillars rising from the desert floor you’ve likely seen in footage from Westerns. It’s a bit of a drive to get to (about seven hours), but is a lovely place to consider visiting. This site has information that’s useful for planning your trip.